TQS Puzzle: “Ruffled Roses” by Barbara Black

Here's Barbara Black's stunning version of the *Ruffled Roses* quilt, which was the TQS BOM for 2011 designed by Sue Garman.

Learn more about TQS BOMs with Barbara in *Show 2601*.

[RuffledRosesbyBarbaraBlack - 36 Pieces Non-Rotating](#)
[RuffledRosesbyBarbaraBlack - 100 Pieces Non-Rotating](#)
[RuffledRosesbyBarbaraBlack - 289 Pieces Non-Rotating](#)
[RuffledRosesbyBarbaraBlack - 36 Pieces Rotating](#)
[RuffledRosesbyBarbaraBlack - 100 Pieces Rotating](#)
[RuffledRosesbyBarbaraBlack - 289 Pieces Rotating](#)
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